Girls Uniform

DRESS: NAVY - GINGHAM CHECK - ACTION BACK & KICK PLEAT 4-16 $26.99
POLO: S/SLEEVE - LACOSTE FABRIC with LOGO 4-16 $26.99
POLO: L/SLEEVE - LACOSTE FABRIC with LOGO 4-16 $30.99
CULLOTTES: NAVY - PLEATED FRONT 4-16 $26.99
SHORTS: NAVY - KNIT FABRIC 4-16 $24.99
WINDCHEATER: NAVY - FLEECE with LOGO 4-16 $30.99
JACKET: NAVY - FLEECE - ZIP FRONT with LOGO 4-16 $40.99
PANTS: NAVY - BOOTLEG 4-16 $24.99
TRACKPANTS: NAVY - FLEECE - STRAIGHT LEG 4-16 $16.99
HAT: NAVY - SURF STYLE 55-61 $12.99
BAG: OMNI PACK - LOGO Large $47.99
SOCKS: PLAIN WHITE - ANKLE STYLE $4.99

Boys Uniform

POLO: S/SLEEVE - LACOSTE FABRIC with LOGO 4-16 $26.99
POLO: L/SLEEVE - LACOSTE FABRIC with LOGO 4-16 $30.99
SHORTS: NAVY - KNIT FABRIC 4-16 $24.99
WINDCHEATER: NAVY - FLEECE with LOGO 4-16 $30.99
JACKET: NAVY - FLEECE - ZIP FRONT with LOGO 4-16 $40.99
TRACKPANTS: NAVY - FLEECE - STRAIGHT LEG 4-16 $26.99
HAT: NAVY - SURF STYLE 55-61 $12.99
BAG: OMNI PACK - LOGO Large $47.99
SOCKS: PLAIN WHITE - ANKLE STYLE $4.99

Sports Uniform

POLO: PANELLED - COOLMESH with LOGO (Years 3-6 Only) $37.99
SHORTS: NAVY - KNIT FABRIC 4-16 $24.99
TRACKPANTS: NAVY - FLEECE - STRAIGHT LEG - D/KNEE 4-16 $26.99
TRACKPANTS: NAVY - FLEECE - STRAIGHT LEG 4-16 $16.99
JACKET: NAVY - POLY/COTTON - FLEECE - ZIP FRONT with LOGO 4-16 $40.99
SOCKS: WHITE - SPORTS STYLE $4.99

OFFICIAL UNIFORM SUPPLIER OF MULGRAVE PRIMARY SCHOOL

Shop 86 Waverley Gardens Shopping Centre
271 Police Road, Mulgrave, Victoria, 3154 Ph: 03 9546 8630
Opening Hours: Mon-Wed: 9am - 5.30pm, Thurs-Fri: 9am - 9pm, Sat: 9am- 5pm, Sun: 10am - 5pm

27602 ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO ALTERATION